
Curriculum for Excellence

BGE SOCIAL STUDIES:
EXPERIENCES AND OUTCOMES 
MET USING FILM



Social Studies: 
People, past events and societies

SOC -01
• Present a comparison of researched facts against a film 

version of the same topic (make it into a film by editing 
film clips and inserting own content). 

SOC -02
• Use Scotland on Screen archive footage to make a film 

about Scottish history.
• Create a montage of people you know explaining in one 

sentence what they feel is the most important thing in 
Scottish heritage or what they think makes them Scottish.

SOC -03
• Create a film of a Scottish historical event using stop 

motion, puppets or live actors.
• Film a “news report” on an event or person that had an 

impact on Scotland.



Social Studies: 
People, past events and societies

SOC -04
• Take found footage and edit it together into a film that 

presents similarities and differences between a past society 
or a European one.

• Write down your experiences of inequality then watch a 
documentary about past inequality.  Look for any similarities 
or differences.  Write about how different your life would 
have been had you lived in that past time.

• Choose a past world belief system that caused conflict and 
has since been changed (e.g. Nazi beliefs).  Make a film about 
what might have happened to the world had that belief not 
been challenged.

• Make a film about a modern person finding themselves in a 
historical time - or the other way round - and how they react.  
Use props and costumes - even historical locations if you can!



Social Studies: 
People, past events and societies

SOC -05
• Film individual comments on the impacts and edit 

together into a montage of ideas and opinions.
• Watch a film about the social/political/ economic 

change to gain empathetic understanding of the 
impact on people.  Use this understanding to create 
something: a piece of creative writing, artwork, a 
mood board, a piece of music, a playlist, a film…

• Watch a film about a meeting of cultures and 
investigate the ways each cultural group is 
represented (look at costume, setting, music, 
dialogue, acting, lighting, etc.) Are any stereotypes 
used?  Are they harmful or helpful?

• Look for films about industry on Scotland on Screen 
and investigate changes/impacts.



Social Studies: 
People, past events and societies

SOC -06
• Research an important historical figure and present 

your findings as a short film.  (I encourage the use of 
puppets…!)

• Research the different points of view of key people 
involved in a significant historical turning point.  Film 
these in character like vox pops and edit together.

• Make a simple animation film using paper cut-outs 
and drawings to outline the factors contributing to a 
significant historical event.

• Watch a film about a conflict.  Investigate how the 
filmmakers have used techniques to guarantee 
empathy with one particular side (e.g. costume, 
setting, characterisation, music, lighting, camerawork, 
narrative, casting…)

• Think creatively and make a film about attempts to 
resolve a conflict (e.g. as a wrestling match, Question 
Time, Jeremy Kyle episode…)



Social Studies: 
People, place and environment

SOC -07
• Make a stop-motion film of landscape forming/shaping

SOC -08
• Watch a selection of short films about environmental 

issues and explore the different technical and content 
approaches in conveying messages/facts

• Suggestions: The Beauty (Pascal Schelbli, 2019), Detox: 
How People Power is Cleaning Up Fashion 
(Greenpeace, YouTube) and Man vs. Earth (Spencer 
Sharp and Richard Williams, 2016)

• Create a short documentary that outlines an 
environmental issue

• Film a PSA that encourages a solution to an 
environmental issue

• Use found footage to demonstrate impact/progress of 
damage



Social Studies: 
People, place and environment

SOC -09
• Make a stop-motion film of Scottish food production
• Create a vlog of different modes of travel in a 

day/week/month, rating them
• Explore the impact of film production transport on the 

environment and consider solutions
• Watch Sustainable (Matt Wechsler and Annie Speicher, 

2015) and analyse its approach to the subject

SOC -10
• Use found footage to create a “travelogue” or 

Attenborough-style documentary about a different 
environment

• Study archive footage from the Scotland on Screen 
website of urban areas to compare with now

• Film a news show-style report about an economic 
activity



Social Studies: 
People, place and environment

SOC -11
• Study archive footage from the Scotland on Screen 

website of housing to compare with now
• Use found footage to create a film showing the 

social/economic differences
• Write film reviews referencing economic 

differences and drawing comparisons (e.g. City of 
God (Fernando Merirelles and Katia Lund, 2002)

• Create a film outlining the globalisation of trade
• Film a PSA encouraging people to think more 

carefully about the sources of what they consume
• Assign groups the same filmmaking task and 

structure to outline affect of distribution/ control 
on international power but on different countries



Social Studies: 
People, place and environment

SOC -12
• Film a weather report
• Add footage of the actual weather to compare to 

predictions
• Study films about climate change and analyse their 

emotional impact (how they made you feel that way)
• Make a stop motion film demonstrating the process 

of climate change and predictions for the future
• Make a mockumentary about the impact on living 

things hosted by an animal affected by climate 
change (use a puppet or costume!)

• Film a PSA outlining strategies people can put in 
place to slow/reverse the impact of climate change

• Watch a film claiming climate change is not a real 
problem and identify the flaws in it: e.g. The Great 
Global Warming Swindle (Martin Durkin, 2007)



Social Studies: 
People, place and environment

SOC -13
• Film the local area and create a David 

Attenborough style documentary about the use of 
the land (‘Planet Dundee’ rather than ‘Planet 
Earth’!) 

• Use found footage to compare a local and 
contrasting area

• Study an episode of ‘Countryfile’ and create your 
own local version using the same techniques

SOC -14
• Create a stop motion film using a map showing 

how they can be used
• Make a film outlining the impact of a cartographer 

or the process of developing a map



Social Studies: 
People in society, economy and business

SOC -15
• Watch a documentary on a social, political or 

economic issue and gather evidence in the form 
of quotations or techniques for your argument

• Analyse the impact of film techniques on 
persuading the audience to believe the content or 
choose a side

• Use this understanding to film your own 
documentary on an issue

SOC -16
• Make a film with interviews from people in the 

community talking about support.
• Study the aspects of a different culture and make 

a film with found footage or stills outlining them.



Social Studies: 
People in society, economy and business

SOC -17
• Use found footage to compare a local and 

contrasting area
• Study the news footage of a significant political 

event and make your own news coverage of the 
same or another event: you could either film 
brand-new footage or used found footage and still 
photos

• Watch an episode of Question Time and study its 
approach, then film your own version speaking up 
for different ideologies or on different sides of an 
important political event



Social Studies: 
People in society, economy and business

SOC -18
• Study the verbal and visual language used in party 

political broadcasts or campaign videos
• Stage your own ‘local election’ - complete with 

filmed party political broadcasts and debates
• Research the lowest voting groups in different 

areas and make a film to convince them 
specifically to vote

• Study a film about a group who use non-
democratic means, looking at how the film 
language used persuades the viewer to take one 
or the other side (e.g. The Wind that Shakes the 
Barley (Ken Loach, 2006), 4 Little Girls (Spike Lee, 
1997), One Day in September (Kevin Macdonald, 
2000), Four Lions (Chris Morris, 2010)



Social Studies: 
People in society, economy and business

SOC -19
• Watch a film about Scottish society (e.g. On a 

Clear Day or Sweet Sixteen and then one about a 
contrasting one (e.g. City of God or Hoop Dreams)
and take comparative notes

• Make a stop-motion film that explains the 
interdependence of countries

• Use found footage of a recent international crisis 
to outline your opinion on the effectiveness of the 
responses to it

• Interview people who have experience of living 
within cultures different from their own and edit 
the footage into a whole film



Social Studies: 
People in society, economy and business

SOC -20
• Visit some of your local shops and interview the 

owners then edit this together into a final film
• Build a model of your local shopping area and 

make a stop-motion film about what services they 
offer

• Research ethical trading and present your findings 
in a film

• Research the impact of the growing screen sector 
in Scotland 

• Study a film about economic factors (e.g. I, Daniel 
Blake (Ken Loach, 2016), Sicko (Michael Moore, 
2007) and create a poster or pamphlet outlining 
what you’ve learned



Social Studies: 
People in society, economy and business

SOC -21
• Make a short film of someone trying to buy items 

and needing to work out their money; include 
close-ups of the money and items

• Present researched financial information in a film

SOC -22
• Research a business and create a film outlining its 

organisation; if it’s a local business then visit it 
and interview the different personnel

• Watch an episode of Dragon’s Den and identify 
where the hopeful entrepreneurs have gone right 
– or wrong! – in their planning process; try to 
identify the visual clues given by the programme 
makers as to whether they will be successful or 
not 
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For more information on Film Education resources and 
opportunities, go to Home | Screen Scotland.

https://www.screen.scot/

